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Computer Science student

SEEKING AN INTERNSHIP AS AN
ENGINEERING ASSISTANT

6 months between July 2014 and February 2015

Education

2014 – University of Technology of Belfort-Montbeliard (UTBM), Belfort (90), France
First year in Computer Science department

2013 – University of Technology of Belfort-Montbeliard (UTBM), Belfort (90), France
Graduated Engineering foundation Studies (DEUTEC) (2-year university degree)

2010 – Lycee Marc Bloch, Bischheim (67), France
Baccalaureat with major in sciences and specialization in engineering with honours

Work experience

Individual projects

⇒ Application of graph theory algorithms: given a map, find all levels, connections
between them and the longest possible path between the beginning and the end of the game.
(C++)

⇒ Application of graph theory algorithms: given a plan (points, pistes and ropeways)
of a ski resort, find the shortest path between two given points using any mean except ones
forbidden by the user and find all reachable points from a certain point. (Python)

⇒ Bibtex Manager: parse a .bibtex file, sort the library by author then date, sort the library
by date then author and retrieve all publications written by an author or in a given year. (C)

⇒ Integer to letters and letters to integer: convert a number up to size of integer type
(circa 2 billions) to its translation in French and vice-versa. (C)

⇒ Stopwatch with reset, pause and memory possibilities: create a stopwatch with reset,
pause and lap time memory possibilities on Altera DE2 FPGA using buttons, 3 7-segments
displays, a 50Hz clock and two-states switches. (VHDL)

Team projects

⇒ Star Trek inspired chess (team of 2): create the famous chess seen in Star Trek and The
Big Bang Theory series. It is a chess game played in 3 dimensions instead of the classical two. It
is built with 3 main boards each one on different levels, each team starting on the most opposite
one. There also exists movable boards which are placed on a main boards’ corner. Rules are
exactly the same but we can move in 3D. (Java)

⇒ Traffic Simulation (team of 2): let the user to manage a set of trains in order to avoid
collisions between two single vehicles or a vehicle and a train and help a vehicle to reach its
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destination thanks to its speed modification or traffic lights switched off or on. Manage the
crossing of two trains, a vehicle joining a train or a crash between two vehicles. (Java)

⇒ Most valuable combination in a Scrabble-like hand (team of 4): given a hand of
approximately 100 letters, find the combination of words, contained in a given dictionary of
roughly 100k words, making the highest score. (Java; Subject from St Olaf/UTBM Programming
contest whose duration is 4 hours, mainly focused on algorithm and result given within two
minutes.)

Internship periods

2011 Jul. – 1-month summer job at Technical Center of SNCF, Bischheim (67), France
2011 Feb. – 1-month worker internship at Technical Center of SNCF, Bischheim (67), France

Worked on repair line of train bogies (framework carrying wheels) including their
disassembly, cleaning, repair, painting and reassembly.

Computer skills

Languages:

⇒ Mastered: C/C++, Java, Python

⇒ Good knowledge: VBA, bash, UML, VHDL, Assembly language, HTML, CSS

IDE/Compilers:

⇒ Quartus II, CodeBlocks, Eclipse, gcc/g++

Practised on FPGAs:

⇒ MikroElektronika EasyPICv6, Altera DE2/DE2-70

Network:

⇒ CCNA1 and CCNA3 CISCO Certifications of Course Completion

Graph theory:

⇒ Good knowledge on well-known algorithms (graph traversal, network flow, spanning tree, path)

Currently enrolled in:

Optimisation and operational research
Handling code source and projects
Artificial Intelligence: basics and dedicated languages
Operating systems: principles and communications
Programming Mobile Applications for Android Handheld Systems (MOOC)
Introduction to Databases (MOOC)

Languages

French: Native speaker
English: C1 level (BULATS spring 2012)
Japanese: Conversant
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Miscellaneous

Professional basket-ball structure at SIG (Strasbourg Illkirch-Graffenstaden, France) in U18 (2008-
2011)
French National Team U15 (2008)
National 2010 Play-Offs and National 2011 French cup Vice-champion
2010 French cup Semi-Finalist
Departmental basket-ball referee diploma (2007)


